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ON SIMULTANEOUS CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATION

IN THE "SUM" NORM

WILLIAM H. LING

ABSTRACT.    Let /., f    be real valued functions on [a, b\   and let S  be

a nonempty family of real valued functions on la, b\.   It is shown that the

simultaneous approximation of /,   and /-   in the "sum" norm by elements

of S   is, with one restriction, equivalent to the approximation of the arith-

metic mean,  (/,  +/2)/2.   A complete characterization of best approxima-

tions in the "sum" norm is given including results for varisolvent families.

1.   Introduction.   Let /,, f2  be real valued functions defined on the

nondegenerate compact real interval   [a, bl.   Let S be a nonempty family of

real valued functions on  [a, bl.   For any real valued function / on  La, bl,

ll/l  shall mean  supx6r    ,i |/(x)|.   We are concerned with approximating /j

and f2   simultaneously in the "sum" norm by elements of S,  i.e. we wish to

minimize the expression   II |/j - s | +  |/2 - s | II-   If there exists ans* e J

such that

|| |/j - s*\ + |/2 - ,*| D = ini\\\fl-s\ + \f2-s\\\,
seS

we say that s* is a best simultaneous approximation to f ^  and ¡2  in the "sum"

norm.   Also we say   s* £ S is a best approximation to  if l + f2)/2 from  S if

\\ifl+f2)/2-s*\\= inf ||(/1 + /2)/2-s||-

There have been some recent papers on simultaneous approximation;

see [3], [5] and [61.   In [5] and [6],   /^-simultaneous approximation on the

direct sum X © Y is discussed, where X and Y are normed linear spaces.   The

"sum" norm defined above yields a norm on C[a, b1®C[a, bl but it is  not dis-

cussed in [5] or [6],   In [3], the classical simultaneous problem is shown to

be equivalent to approximating the arithmetic mean,  (/j + /2)/2,   of /,   and

f 2  with an additive weight function.   We show here that approximating in the

"sum" norm is, with one restriction, equivalent to approximating the arithme-

tic mean.
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p    = inf
s es

2.   Theorem and discussion.   Let p   , p  and y     be defined as

p = inf D \fx - s\ + |/   -s| d     and     yo = ¡/   - /J

We then have the following.

Theorem.    Let p   , p  and y     be defined as above.    Then it follows that

(a) if po > yo/2,   then p = 2pQ,  and

(b) if po < yjl,  then p = yo-

Proof.    The proof is general, not specifying p    > y /2  or p    < y /2

until the end.

Claim 1.   p > 2p  .

Proof.   We have

¡Ah fi~s
<4BI/i-*l + r/2-*l

Taking the infimum over 5  on both sides of this last inequality yields p    <

lAp-

Claim 2.   p > y  .

Proof.   For any  s £ S,  we have

l/j(*) - s(x)| + |/2(x) - six)\ > |/j(x) - /2(x)|

for all x £ [a, bl which implies that   || |/j - s\ +  |/, - s | || > y  .   Thus

p>yQ-

Now recall that   | « + è | +  \a - b\ = 2 max { \a\,  \b\\  is an identity for

all real numbers  a and  b.   Identifying  a with  (/j(x) + fAx))/2 - six) and

b with (/¡(x) - f Ax))/2 we may write

|/j(x) - s(x)| + |/2(x) - six)\ = 2

fAx) + f Ax)
- six]

fix) - fix)

Taking the supremum over x on both sides of this last equality yields

l/l-sl + l/2-slll =2    ^P,
xí[a,b1 L

/,(*) + /,(*)
- Áx)

/,(*)-/,(*)

< 2 max

2 max

/l+/2 h-h

fAf1   '   '2 y0

' 2 ( '
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II I/, - *| + I/, - *| II < 2 maxllK/j + /2)/2 - s\\, y J2\.

Now taking the infimum over S on both sides of this last inequality gives

|/. + /2
p < 2 inf max

seS

2 max < inf

2

/l + /2

y0

'   2

y
, — |   = 2 max!po, yo/2S.

It follows that

(A) p < 2 max|po, yo/2!.

The proof is now complete.   For part (a) of the Theorem, if po > y0/2,

inequality (A) combined with Claim 1, ensures p = 2pQ.   For part (b), if pQ <

y /2,  inequality (A) combined with Claim 2,   ensures p = yQ.     Q.E.D.

The Theorem plus a short argument by contradiction gives the result that

if P -2 Y /2, then s* is a best simultaneous approximation to /,, f2 in the

"sum" norm iff s* is a best approximation to (/. + ¡A)/2 from S. In a clas-

sical setting, one might have /., / continuous on [a, bl with S a varisol-

vent family on [a, b\. In such a situation, if the best simultaneous approxi-

mation s* should exist, it would be unique; namely the unique best approxi-

mation to (/, + /2)/2 from  S.   (For the definition of varisolvency see [7].)

On the other hand, if p    < y /2, the Theorem plus a short argument

shows that if B¿   is the set of best approximations in the "sum" norm, i.e.

if B, {s £S: III/! p!, then BA ={s £S:   \\(f1 + f2)/2

~ s II S y0/2\. In particular, if S is a varisolvent family and there exists an

element s* £ BA with \\ifl + f.)/2 - s* \\ < y /2, varisolvency implies that

BA   contains an infinite number of functions.
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